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29

✩Animal homes 
Background knowledge
Animals can be found living in almost any place on Earth. The place where
an animal normally lives is called its habitat. There are many different kinds
of habitats, such as in grass, under the ground, in trees, in ponds or rivers, on
the seashore, and in the ocean.

Pond

Ocean Woodland∂

Soil

Science activity
Where would these animals normally live? Draw a line between each animal
and its habitat.

Worm

Water snail

Stickleback

Centipede

Crab

Frog

Rabbit

Mackerel

Millipede

Butterfly

Starfish

Woodpecker

Science investigation

Go to websites 29-1 and 29-2 to learn about types
of habitats. Do the activities on the websites 29-3
and 29-4. Create a poster about one type of
habitat. Include the plants and animals that live in
the habitat. What type of habitat is it? What is the
source of food and shelter for the animals?
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Create a poster about one type of habitat. Include the 
plants and animals that live in the habitat. What type 
of habitat is it? What is the source of food and shelter 
for the animals?
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Lines in the activity could also be drawn from the 
soil-dwellers to the woodland. The websites will
reinforce the concept of habitats. Although they are
artificial environments, aquariums and terrariums are
great examples for habitat study.

29 ✩Animal homes 
Background knowledge
Animals can be found living in almost any place on Earth. The place where
an animal normally lives is called its habitat. There are many different kinds
of habitats, such as in grass, under the ground, in trees, in ponds or rivers, on
the seashore, and in the ocean.
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Science activity
Where would these animals normally live? Draw a line between each animal
and its habitat.
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Water snail

Stickleback

Centipede
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Mackerel
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Butterfly
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Science investigation

The child will need help in using the yes and no key,
but will hopefully find it fun. The interactive key on
website 26-1 reinforces key-reading skills. Creating a
booklet of different butterflies mirrors the careful notes
scientists keep when studying a specimen.

26 ✩ Animal detective 
Background knowledge
An animal key helps you to identify different animals. If you don’t know 
an animal’s name, a key will give you clues to identify it. Just like a detective
uses clues to solve a mystery, you will use clues to identify an unknown
animal.

Science activity
Follow this yes/no animal key to find the names of the insects in the pictures.

Clue 1 Does the insect have very large eyes? If yes, go to clue 2.
Does the insect have small eyes? If yes, go to clue 3.

Clue 2 Are the insect’s eyes touching? If yes, it is a dragonfly.
If the insect’s eyes are not touching, it is a damselfly.

Clue 3 Does the head have a long pointed beak? If yes, it is a scorpion fly.
If the head does not have a pointed beak, go to clue 4.

Clue 4 Does the insect have three tails? If yes, it is a mayfly.
Does the insect have only one tail? If yes, it is a lacewing fly.

Science investigation

This is a

.......................................

This is a

.......................................

This is a

.......................................

This is a

.......................................

This is a

.......................................

lacewing fly.
mayfly.

damselfly.

scorpion fly.

dragonfly.

The masking tape experiment will show the child the
many “invisible” particles in air. The direction of air
currents around a building may affect the number of
particles on the tape. Do the activities on websites 
28-1 and 28-2 with the child. 

28 ✩ Be kind to Mother Nature! 

Science investigation

 

Background knowledge 
The activities of humans can affect the lives of plants and animals. Pollution
from factories and cars can poison the air and water that plants and animals
need to survive. See website 28-1 for more information on pollution. When
housing developments, roads, and malls are built, there is less open space for
wildlife. Plants and animals need room to grow and reproduce. Humans also
need to live and work, but there must be a balance between human needs
and the needs of plants and animals. Mother Nature is not happy when the
balance is disturbed!

Science activity
Draw a circle around each thing in this picture that could cause harm to
animals and plants.

A plant key is called a branching, or dichotomous, key
since there are two choices at every point.  Each
question needs to be answered with a yes or no. It may
be helpful for the child to develop the squash key with
1–2 peers. 

27 ✩Plant detective 

Science activity
Use this branching key to find the names of these fruits.

It is an
apple.

It is a
grape.

Is it large?

No

Does it have a
dimpled skin?

Yes No

No

No Is it long
and curved?

It is a
banana.

It is a
pear.

It is a
grapefruit.

It is an
orange.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Does it have
a stalk? Yes

B ................ C ................ E ................D ........................A .................
Start here

Is the fruit round?

F ................

Science investigation

Background knowledge
By using a plant key, you can become a plant detective and discover the
names of different plants. The plant key gives you clues to help identify a
plant. The key shown below is a branching key. Each branch asks a question
that requires a yes or no answer. As you move through the key, you will
discover the name of the plant.

Banana Apple GrapePear Grapefruit Orange
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Lines in the activity could also be drawn from the 
soil-dwellers to the woodland. Aquariums and 
terrariums are great examples for habitat study.
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